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1.Introduction 
As the application area of manipulator is very wide 

and should be precisely accurate, control has the 

prime role. There are specifically two areas where 

control is required, first is movement of the arm and 

second is the force at the time of interaction with 

operating surface [1]. This paper is focused on the 

movement/position control of manipulator. 

Controlling techniques are used according to the 

types of motion, as in point to point motion no need 

to take care of the path of motion whereas in guarded 

motion the path of motion plays a key role. 

Designing a trajectory for the movement of 

manipulator becomes important here.  

 

With recent advances in technology, in spite of new 

progress on control area, PID type controllers are 

undoubtedly the most commonly used controllers in 

the industry due to their practicality [2-6]. Their 

relatively simple structures that can be easily 

implemented and the availability of well-defined 

rules for the tuning of controller parameters are the 

main reasons for making them preferable in real-time 

applications. But there are some weaknesses in the 

classical PID control [4], such as noise degradation in 

the derivative control, loss of performance in the 

control law in the form of a linear weighted sum and 

complications bought by the integral control. 
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In order to enhance the performance of PID, many 

combinations are being developed. Such as tuning of 

PID parameters with linear–quadratic regulator 

(LQR) [2], fractional order PID [7], implementation 

of fuzzy logics for tuning of PID [3], neuro-fuzzy for 

PID [6], tuning of PID parameters using genetic 

algorithms (GA) [8, 9]. GA is used to find the best 

possible parameters of PID. This paper mainly 

concentrates on the controlling motor-side dynamics 

only. Thus, allowing link-side to interact freely with 

the operational environment. Principle behind this is 

to generate equilibrium torque by actuator so that it 

can give desired speed and accelerations to the link to 

track the position accurately. 

 

Paper further organized into sections as follows: 

Section II gives brief theory of the approach 

developed for the technique, Section III contains 

Controlling strategy, and simulation results are 

illustrated in section IV, followed by the concluding 

remark in section V. 

 

2.Approach 
First, an idea for independent motor-side control was 

coined out from the dynamic equations of both 

actuator and link. As both the dynamics are related to 

each other by torques, or other way to say this is, they 

are related by angular positions. So what if controlled 

torque (or position/velocity) is given to the link so as 

it can track the desired trajectories? Answer is here in 

the dynamic equations itself. 
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Figure 1 Linear motor-side dynamics works in conjunction with nonlinear link-side dynamics 

 

For the output torque of the actuator, load which is 

mounted on it (here it is manipulator arm) will cause 

disturbance or we can say it will oppose the motor 

torque by virtue of its inertia and other factor as 

considered in the equation. If we incorporate that 

oppose (which is nothing but the load torque) in the 

actuator controlling scheme as extra input torque or 

as disturbance torque as in Figure 1 and Figure 3, 

than the controller will control the overall motion of 

end-effector. 

 

Motor torque generated from the given voltage is say, 

which is actually affected by so many factors though 

we ignore friction, environmental disturbances, etc. 

Angular acceleration given to the load from the 

motor will generate reverse torque on the shaft by 

virtue of its inertia that will act as disturbance to the 

motor torque. Disturbance also caused due to the 

inertias and damping of the motor shaft itself. So if 

we incorporated these two disturbances than the 

torque that is actually transferred to the load is 

modeled by the equation. 
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From (1), inertia and damping effects of the motor 

can be considered on the motor torque since they are 

because of the shaft of motor itself. So (1) becomes 
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Now our main aim is to generate the output torque of 

the motor shaft such that it can transfer net torque T, 

as in (2), to the load mounted on it. Torque generated 

by the load on to the shaft due to its virtue of inertia 

can be calculated from the dynamic modeling of the 

manipulator arm equations (5). 

 

3.Modeling 

3.1Modeling of actuator 

Modeling of motor describes the relation between the 

output torque and the controlling input voltage along 

with the effects of inertia and damping of shaft of 

motor, as in Figure 2, and effect of load on the motor 

[5]. 

 
Figure 2 Equivalent and electro-mechanical 

representation of PMDC motor 

 

Electrical equivalent: 
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Mechanical equivalent: 
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Where, V is input voltage to actuator, L is armature 

inductance (0.0024 H), R is armature resistance (4 

Ω), bV
 is back emf; ai  is armature current; m  is 

rotor position (radians); m  is generated torque by 

motor; l  is load torque (manipulator arm is a load); 

r is gear reduction ratio, (Jm = 4.2 10
-5

 kg.m
2
, Bm = 

0.01 N.m.sec/rad, Kv = Km =K = 0.053). 

 

 
Figure 3 Mathematical model of DC motor in s-

domain 
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3.2Modeling of manipulator 

Dynamic robot models describe the relations between 

the motions of the robot and the forces that cause the 

motion. Dynamic model of a robot manipulator can 

be expressed as 

                 qfqgqqqcqqM   ,                  (5) 

Where, 𝜏 is the actuator torque vector, 
 qM

 is the 

inertia matrix, 
 qqc ,

 is the vector Coriolis and 

centripetal torques, 
 qg

 is the gravity torque vector 

and 
 qf 

 is the vector of, possibly nonlinear, joint 

friction torques. 

 

In general, for any DOF manipulator arm, dynamic 

model or equations of motion, those are derived from 

the Euler-Lagrange method, will always be two 

degree of linear/non-linear differential equations of 

the form shown above. 

 

Table 1 Physical parameters of the 2-link of robotic 

Sr.No. Parameter Value 

1. Length (m) L1=0.25, L2=0.15 

2. Mass (kg) M1=1.95, M2=0.93 

3. Tensor inertia (kg-m2) I1=0.0980, I2=0.9800 

 

4.Controlling strategies 
4.1Classical PID 

An optimally tuned PID is integrated in the system in 

the form of 

    dt

tde
KdtteKteKtV DIP

)(
)()()(               (6) 

Where, PK
, IK

 and DK
represents the proportional, 

integral and derivative gains respectively. e(t) 

denotes the error in the speed signal. The controller is 

tuned optimally by using a pattern search 

optimization method, and the gains are found to be 

PK
203, 

IK
86 and 

DK
48. 

 

4.2GA tunned PID 

Genetic algorithms are global, parallel search and 

optimization methods founded on Darwinian 

principle (survival of the fittest). This works with a 

population of potential solutions to a problem. The 

population is evolved over generations to get the best 

possible solution [9]. Figure 4 shows the flow chart 

of GA to search the PID parameters which satisfies 

our requirement. In this algorithm first we create the 

initial population and check that our requirement is 

satisfied or not. In case it is not satisfied every time a 

new population is created by using few percent of 

champions and rest is from crossover of parents. 

 

 
Figure 4 Flowchart of GA for PID tuning 

  

Initialization of GA is done using the upper bound 

and lower bound to the values of the PID parameters 

that was obtained for classical PID [10]. Algorithm 

for GA developed in the m-file of MATLAB and 

thereby calling the Simulink function wherein 

Simulink models are developed for the system. 

Fitness function defined was according to the 

performance index. Selection of the performance 

index is equally important as its minimization. There 

are several performance indices which include the 

desired system characteristics and, in addition, have 

good mathematical tractability. Performance index is 

the integral of absolute error (IAE) defined by 

                           




0

)( dtteIAE                                   (7) 

The index is very reasonable since both the fast but 

highly oscillatory systems and the sluggish systems 

will give large IAE value. Minimizing of IAE will 
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provide acceptable relative stability and speed of 

response. And also, a finite value of IAE implies that 

the steady-state error is zero. 

 

If fitness value is feasible, parameters is added to 

population along with fitness value otherwise 

discarded. Once the initial population is created it is 

sorted best on fitness value in increasing order. If the 

lowest fitness value satisfy user criteria, process stops 

there, otherwise new generation is created again. 

 

5.Simulation results 
Implementing above theory to the Robotics 

manipulator arm, starting with implementation on 

basic two-link manipulator arm, whose every joints 

are independently driven by PMDC motors employed 

for each. Dynamic modellings for a mathematical 

equivalent of the actuator and the manipulator is done 

using Lagrange’s Euler method [11]. PMDC motor in 

a negative feedback system becomes stable and will 

track the output torque with some tolerable error as 

shown in Figure 5. Herein actuator is very slow with 

settling time of 80sec though both the joints are 

independently driven. 

 
Figure 5 PMDC motor closed loop uncontrolled 

system without considering any disturbance torque 

 

Mounting load on to the actuator, its torque gets 

fluctuates, as shoulder actuator will experience more 

disturbance due to the loading effect than that of 

elbow actuator as in Figure 6 , and thus angular 

position of the motor gets fluctuate as in Figure 7. 

Figure 8 shows the corresponding output joint angles 

of the links. Joint angles needs to show π radians as 

an output for the input of 10 volts step signal, but 

loading effect made it to deviate from its desired 

position. 

 
Figure 6 Motor torque disturbed due to the loading 

effect 

 

 
Figure 7 PMDC motor uncontrolled system with 

disturbance torque 

 

 
Figure 8 Joint angle position corresponding to the 

motor position 

 

Controller is employed on the motor-side to control it 

by incorporating loading effects as disturbance to the 

motor torque. Classical PID will give very fast 

response of 50msec of settling time but it has very 

high peak overshoot as in Figure 9. PID tuned by GA 
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will give comparatively much less peak overshoot 

though it has large settling time as compared to 

classical but overall performance has improved from 

the previous one, as in Figure 10 for the step input of 

10 volts (corresponding desired position should be π 

(3.141) radians). (
PK

153, 
IK

45 and 
DK

8.) 

 

 
Figure 9 Classical PID response 

 

 
Figure 10 Response of PID tuned using GA 

 

6.Conclusion  
This paper encloses brief history of PID and its 

tuning techniques along with a glimpse of Genetic 

Algorithm. GA is used to tuned parameters of PID to 

control disturbance caused due to loading effect. 

Tremendous amount of work has already been done 

on PID and its tuning schemes. Though here this 

controlling technique is employed to show that by 

clubbing it with idea of motor-side control only (and 

allowing link side to interact freely with the 

environment) we can have efficient control of the 

system used for the slow motion applications.  It is 

very easy computationally as well as analytically. As 

slow motion tracking is concern, we can always 

avoid the loading effect on motor due to the factors 

like environmental disturbances and uncertainties (on 

link side) by keeping the gear ratio as low as 

possible. It has some limitations like disturbances 

must be within limits and for slow motion tracking. 

But as long as system is under limits, this works 

amazingly and has very simple structure. 
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